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SUMMARY
A series of ingenuous programmed
workbooks for teaching basic
handwriting skills with i.rnrn e di at e reinforcement
were tested with
migrant children in Florida.
Eight cIa s s rooms at each grade level
(2, 4, and 6) were assigned to treatment
or control conditions.
The second grade exp e r-irrienta l group did significantly better than
the control group although the teaching procedure was only used for
two weeks.
INTRODUCTION
As part of a larger research
effort aimed at dis c ove r i.ng efficient means of providing a continuous educational experience for
the highly mobile migrant child, the study reported in this paper
was conducted to assess the effectiveness
of a recently developed
series of programmed
workbooks for teaching basic handwriting
skills to migrant children.
The wo rkbooks e», developed under the
direction of Skinner and Krakower,
were constructed
according to
principles
of i'mrn edi at e reinforcement.
When using one of the workbooks the child is provided with a special pen containing a har:rnless
ink which turns either grey or yellow upon contact with the chemically treated pages of the workbook.
These pages contain invisible boundaries within which the chi Idt s writing must be contained
in order for it to be correct.
If, while writing,
the child keeps
within these boundaries the ink from his special pen turns grey.
When he strays outside these boundaries the ink turns yellow.
In
this way the child is made i.mrnedi at eIv aware of the quality of his
handwriting.

*This paper was p r e ae nt ed at the national meeting of the Arn e r-l,
can Educational Research Association in Minneapolis on March 3,
1970. The study reported herein was supported by the Florida State
Department of Education and Board of Regents of the State Urriv e r ;
sity System of Florida.
**This series of workbooks,
Handwriting with Write and See,
is published by Lyons and Carnahan, Inc., Chicago.
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I)
The series of workbooks are designed for grades 1-6 and cover
a range of topics f r orn the correct
formation of lower case letters
in the first workbook to practical
uses of manus c r ipt and cursive
writing in the sixth workbook.
Within each workbook,
successive
l es sons be come increasingly
mo r e difficult.
The programmed
workbooks are, for the most part, intended to be self instructional-allowing the student to work independently
with only occasional
direction f r orn his teacher.
It was thought, then, that these materials might fit well into the educational
program for migrant
children.
Since the study was initiated
during the final weeks of the school
year only two weeks were available to collect data.
It was felt,
however, that enough i nfo r-rnat i on could be obtained from observing the students! pe rf or-man ce on the first four lessons of a workbook to allow at least tentative
conclusions
regarding
the suitability
of this method of instruction
for migrant children.

METHOD
A sample of 24 classrooms
was selected from four counties in
south and central Florida:
Seminole,
Hardee,
Okeechobee,
and
St. Lucie.
One elementary
school from each county was selected
consistent
with the criterion
that it contain a large proportion
of
migrant children.
Two second-grade
classrooms,
two fou r th g r a de
classrooms,
and the two sixth-grade
classrooms
were designated by
the principal
of each school to participate
in the study.
The enrollments of each cIa s s r oorn numbered about 30 pupils.
c

Representatives
of the Migrant Education Project met with the
two teachers
from the same grade level at each school at the same
time.
At this point a coin was flipped to decide which of the two
teachers
would serve in the experimental
group.
This teacher was
then given the program.med workbooks appropriate
for the grade
level that she taught along with a set of experimental
materials.
'The second teacher was given a set of control test materials
but
no p r og r arrrmed workbooks.
The experimental
materials
consisted of a detailed set of instructions, a set of three test pages,
and an evaluation fo r-m. The three
test pages were duplicates
of an early page in each of lessons 2-4
of the appropriate
workbook.
For purposes of the study, the teachers in the expe r-irrienta.I group were told to keep their students working together,
as a unit, through the first four lessons at the rate
of one lesson every two days.
At the end of lessons two, three,
and
four, the teachers were told to administer
the appropriate
test page.
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The evaluation form consisted ot open-ended
questions concerning the teachers I and students I opinions about the program.med
materials.
The teachers in the experimental group were asked to
answer these questions carefully
and to return the evaluation form
along with the other materials
upon completion of lesson four.
The control rriat e r i a.Le consisted
of a set of instructions
and a
double set of test pages identical to those given in the experimental
rna te r i a l s , The teachers
in the control group were instructed
to
begin the p r og r arn by administering
the first test page.
Two days
later,
they were told to adtninister,
first,
the second copy of the
first test page, and then, the first copy of the second test page.
This procedure
was continued until the students had received both
copies of each of the three test pages.
Although the teachers
in the control group were not given an
evaluation form they were told that any comments they wished to
refer to the Florida Migrant Education Project would be appreciated.
RESULTS

AND DISCUSS10N*

Each test page (and corresponding
original) was scored in terms
of the nurnb e r of errors made out of the total possible number of
errors
per given test page.
This score was then expressed
as a
proportion
of incorrect
responses
and averaged over all students
in each classroom
yielding a mean error rate for each test page,
for each classroom.
This rate (for the second administration
of
each test page) served as the dependent variable in the study.
The
error rates for the first and second administration
of each of the
three test pages, for each group, are given in Table 1.
The error rates for the second administration
of each test page
were analyz,ed as a split-plot
design with one within variable (test
page) and two between variables
(grade level and t r ea tm ent s ) with
a covariance
adjustment for the first administration
of each test
page.
Since the programmed
workbooks were completely
confounded with grade level, only the nested effects of test page and
treatment within each grade level were of interest.
The appropriate analysis of variance summary is given in Table 2.

*An analysis of the data fOllowing arcsine transformation
of
he error rates was also performed.
Since the results were similar,
cnl y the analysis of the raw error
rates is reported.
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TABLE 1
Mean Error Rates for P'r e Po st Perfonnance
on Each of the Three Test Pages
c

Grade
Second

Group
E
C

Fourth

Sixth

Total

Page 1
Pee
Post

Page 3
Pee
Post

Page 2
Pre
Post

All Pages
Post
Pee

.79
.56

.40
.52

• B5
· Bl

.75
.79

.2B
.29

.24
.2B

.64
• 55

.46
.53

E
C

. 55
.41

.52
.33

.37
.31

.33
.37

.54
.5B

.56
.57

.49
.43

.47
.42

E
C

.55
.56

.60
.60

.52
.74

.50
.75

.29
.21

• 19
.19

.46

.43

.51

.51

E
C

.63

.51

.51

.49

.5B
· 62

.53
.64

.37
. 36

.33
.34

.53
. 50

.45
.49

TABLE 2
Analysis
of Variance and Covariance
Surnma r-y for the Nested Split-Plot
Design

Source

GL
T w. GL2
Tw. GL4
T w. GL6
Clsrms w. T xGL
Pw.
Pw.
Pw.

GL2
GL4
GLo

T x Pw.
T x Pw.
T xPw.

GL2
GL4
GL6

Unadjusted
df
SS
.030
2
1
.027
1
. 013
. 040
1
lB
.571

Adjusted
df
SS'
2 .041
1 .100
1 .000
1 .009
17 .111

F'
Not Tested
12.55*
N.S .
N.S .

*

2
2
2

1. 064
. 190
. 952

2
2
2

.124
.018
.046

7.94**
N.S.
N.S .

2
2
2

.006
.063
.082

2
2
2

.077
.030
.008

4.90*
N.S.
N.'S.

35

.274

P x Cf s r m s w. T x GL 36
.488
GL2'" Grade 2
GL4 '"Grade 4
GL6 '"Grade 6
T '" Exp. and Control tr earments
p", Test Page

•
••

P '" . 01
p '" • 001

As can readily be seen from the summary table, only the effects
within the second grade were significant.
Thus, at the second
grade, receiving the workbooks effectively decreased
handwriting
errors (F :::12.55, df > 1/17, p :::.001).
Furthermore
there was
a significant difference among the test pages (F :: 7.94, df = 2/35,
p::: .001).
The test page x experimental
condition interaction was
also significant (F " 4.90, df" 2/35, P" .01).
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The fact that pe rf o r-ma.nc e differed across
test pages,
within the
second grade, tnight have been expected since different lessons in
the workbook erripha s iz e different types of handwriting
skills.
The
interaction
sitnply indicates
that on sorn e of the pages, the experirn errta l children were performing
no better than their control group
counterparts.
In fact, a close exarrrinat i.on of the data illustrates
that the second grade children who received the workbooks profited
the most from the second lesson [i , e .• the first experimental
lesson).
Thereafter,
their advantage can be seen to decline as they progress
through the workbooks.
A partial explanation of this phe nom e non
can be found in the teachers I evaluation form.
Many of the teachers
in the experimental
groups stated that they felt they should have been
given rrio r e t'irn e to work through each lesson.
The fact that the higher grades did not tend to benefit f r orn the
p r og r-arrirne d materials
is not surprising-especially
when one notes
that the series of workbooks were designed to be used sequentially
from the first to the sixth grade.
The later workbooks in the series
require subordinate
skills which are a a s urried to have already been
learned I r orn the earlier workbooks.
Thus, it may be unfair to
evaluate the value of the rn at e r-ia l s for the higher grade levels when
the pupils have not received the cumulative effects that might have
occurred from continuous use of the programmed
workbooks f r orn
the first grade on. This argument.
along with the fact that considerable improvement
occurred at second grade, implies that the
programmed
method of teaching handwriting to children is potentially suitable for migrant children.
This conclusion was supported
by the teachers
evaluation of the progra.m.
T

The results of the evaluation fo r-m filled out by the teachers
of
the experimental
classrooms
were generally favorable
toward the
p r og r arnrn ed workbooks.
The majority of the teachers
agreed
that the workbooks were easy to work with, and that the children
enjoyed using them, were able to understand the instructions,
and
usually were able to work through the lessons on their own. In
many cases, however, the teachers
stated that they would have
preferred
more time for each lesson.
It will be recalled
that the
plan of this investigation
called for a new lesson every two days.
It is possible that some of the lessons might have been more efficiently handled if more time had been allowed.
This would be consistent with the objectives of the programmed
series itself which
was designed to allow the individual student to proceed through each
lesson at his own rate.
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All 12 teachers
stated that they had noticed improvement
in their
student.s ' handwriting skills and that (in their opinion) this improvement was a result of working with the programmed
texts.
Improvement was observed to take place in all handwriting
skills f r orn
spacing letters to the degree of conscientiousness
the children showed
in their writing.
Many teachers
remarked that the students became
more aware of the handwriting mistakes they had been m.aking.
Most teachers
said that there would have been more improvement
if the workbooks had been used for a longer period of time.
When asked whether they thought the programmed
handwriting
series should be included as a standard part of the curriculum,
eight of the teachers
gave an unconditional I!yes !.
A sixth grade
teacher argued that handwriting
skills had already been fanned by
the sixth grade level.
It is possible,
however,
that this t ea che rt e
opinion would ha vc been different had the students been exposed
to the earlier texts in the series at lower grade levels.
Another
teacher stated flatly that she did not find the writing style de-.:
manded by the programmed
workbooks
aestheti.cally
pl ea s i ng !
l

